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the researchers are currently looking to make a similar design to reprogram
young fibroblasts in the skin to produce muscle cells that could be used to

repair damaged hearts. to that end, the researchers will be manipulating the
chemical cocktail in the mouse's diet to change the effect the

reprogramming chemicals have on the cells. andrew smith, an assistant
professor of mathematics at penn state who is developing a human
cardiomyocyte reprogramming method for his own startup, cellular

reprogramming corp., said his goal is to develop cardiovascular implants that
reprogram patient's own cells to replace those that have been damaged or

worn out. ross, the mizzou math department head, said the research paper is
important to student mathematicians, because the study is the first

investigation of nonlinear waves and the first study of how many waves can
be coupled through space, in addition to how the waves interact with one

another. ross, mo. the idea behind quantum chaos is that complex behavior
emerges from simple interactions. for example, when two billiard balls

collide, a ball will bounce off in a random and unpredictable direction. to
avoid overwhelming our brains with a complete set of possible faces, our

brain needs some way to compute how close a face is to the "self-face." what
it needs are specialized neurons that encode a single distance in the face

space, as the distance between one person and another varies from face to
face. and that's what we found by systematically recording how face cells

behave when they are exposed to all imaginable faces. these distance-
encoding face cells are just as numerous as the identity-encoding cells, and
they are just as specialized, encoding each axis of variance independently.
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